This is not reasonable compared to other deformation parameters in this region and one concludes that the NILSSON approach is not applicable here.
Many efforts have been made to measure the thermal diffusion factor aT, for binary mixtures of gases and these are summarized by GREW The specific binary systems covered are He -Ar, He -Ne, Ne -Kr and Ne -Xe.
Experimental Procedure and Results
For our measurements the known two bulb thermal diffusion apparatus is used with the volumes by a Standard vacuum joint. The effective L/A is 380 cm -1 (L = length and A = area of the tube connecting the two bulbs). The upper bulb (volume Vj) is kept at 373.9 °K by circulating oil from a constant temperature bath through the jacket surrounding the bulb. The temperature in the thermostat is constant to + 0.05 °C. The lower bulb is immersed in a mixture of ice and water. For the analysis of the gas samples a specially designed differential thermal conductivity analyser is used 6 .
Let us consider a two-bulb convection free apparatus whose bulbs have volumes V1 and V2 and are maintained at temperatures T1 and T2 respectively, where 7\ > 7% . Further let us represent the mole fraction of the heavier component by x, and xx and x2 are the values of x at the steady state in the bulbs V1 and V2 respectively. We now define, in common practice, the so-called separation factor Q such that,
aT can now be computed by the following relation:
The so computed a? refers to an average temperature T between Tx and T2 . 
If a-p is assumed to vary as A -(B/T 2 ) we get 8
T = Ti
In an apparatus of the above type the approach to steady state is characterised by a relaxation time, r. The expression for r is given by SAXENA and
where
0
The five stable rare gases used in preparing the different gas mixtures are supplied by the British Oxygen Co. He, Ne and Ar are spectroscopically pure, Kr and Xe only 99 -100 percent, the rest being Xe and Kr respectively.
The accurately prepared mixtures of the desired composition is filled in the two bulb apparatus at a pressure around 10 cm of mercury. Such low pressures were preferred specially in view of the small value of r, in such cases. The computed values of r from Eq. (5) are reported in Table 1 . We have allowed the diffusion to proceed for a period of about six relaxation times before withdrawing the steady state sample from the hot bulb, while the cold bulb itself is removed and directly analysed. These two samples, the initial feed sample and a number of standard mixtures of known composition around the unknown ones are then analysed on the differential conductivity analyser. Thus, knowing the compositions of the mixtures in the hot and cold bulb, the separation factor Q and hence aT can be easily evaluated. In Table 1 we report for all four binary systems such Q and clt values as a function of composition. Also indicated are the values of the gas mixture-pressure at which the thermal diffusion run is made. For all the four different gas pairs the difference in the thermal conductivity values of the two components is sufficiently large with the result that separations could be measured very accurately. The separation 5, defined as the difference in the com- positions of a component in the two bulbs, for the gas systems of Table 1 
Comparison with the Earlier Data
For each system the aT values determined here will now be compared with the values available in the literature and obtained on a two-bulb apparatus of the same general design as employed here. We present this comparison graphically and consider each system individually. We attach some importance to this effort because in a few cases the available data have been suspected 3 and appreciable discrepancies occur in the data of different groups. In general our experiments are confined to such compositions where the available information is scarce.
Unfortunately some interesting runs with specific compositions could not be made due to limited amount of gas available with us. Table 2 . We recommend their use being the most reliable and consistent set.
In Fig. 2 we show r plotted, the ay values for the He -Ne system as determined by us, ATKINS et al. 10 and the interpolated value from the data of GREW 11 . Again the values in Table 2 We have therefore passed two alternative curves.
The results are recorded in Table 2 . A careful reexamination of this system would be useful.
Comparison with Theory
We now compare our smooth aT values with the predictions of CHAPMAN-ENSKOG theory in conjunction with the two popular intermolecular potentials for nonpolar spherically symmetric molecules. These are the modified BUCKINGHAM exp-six potential:
and <P{r) = oo , for r ^ r" and the (12-6) LENNARD-JONES potential:
In a recent review SAXENA and JOSHI 13 have sum- 
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(8) (9) (10) In Table 2 (6) and (7) is not only reasonable but is precise enough for detailed conclusions specially in view of the extreme sensitivity of thermal diffusion to interaction potential. We now attempt such a study for individual systems. Table 2 are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. For Kr, the difficulty to approximate its intermolecular potential reasonably well be any simple form is well known.
In an article by BAHETHI and SAXENA 14 , this strange problem has been discussed. They conclude that the exp-six potential is inadequate and if the choice for the potential is to be confined only to simpler forms, the (12 -6) potential is reasonably good. We therefore report in Table 2 Table 2 . For this system unfortunately it has not been posible to present an undisputed and unique set of experimental values as for others. In Table 2 consequently, we report two sets which differ appreciably from each other particularly at the end where the proportion of Ne in the mixture is small. Within the margin of this rather large uncertainty in the experimental data we find that theory is good enough for estimating the facts. We hope to improve upon this uncertainty.
Composition Dependence of ay
In recent years efforts have been made to develop a simple theory for the multicomponent thermal diffusion 15 . An important piece of information which emerged out of this investigation and which is of relevance for the work presented in this paper consists in the suggestion that for a binary system the plot of ay vs. molefraction of a component should be linear. This prediction of simple theory has been further elaborated on the basis of rigorous CHAP-MAN-ENSKOG theory by MASON, WEISSMAN, and WENDT 16 , who have also tried to confirm it by the available experimental aT data for six different systems. We examine this particular prediction for the four systems studied in this paper. In proximate the experimental points on the basis of a linear plot. However, the quantitative agreement is not as good as one would expect though on the scale of the plot of Fig. 5 it is not very much evident. We therefore feel that this inference of simple theory is qualitatively dependable and is approximately correct also. Any precise quantitative deduction on its basis will be a little too much and due caution has to be taken in such interpretations.
